DSTV Viewer options

OPTIONS FOR DSTV VIEWERS

Multichoice DSTV viewers in Southern Africa who wish to continue watching Hope Channel
are requested to consider the following options.

Please choose your group below:

Group 1:

If you have

older

standard models (660 tonewer
990 ran

Instructions for older models (DSD 660 to 990, Dual View etc.) - Click here

Instructions for newer model 3U - Click here

OPTIONS FOR INSTALLING FTA RECEIVERS
ALONGSIDE DSTV DECODERS
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Group 2:

If you have

later

standar

FOR NON-PVR DECODERS

Such as DSD 1110, 1131 and later
You will need to installFree-to-Air
a
receiver alongside your DSTV decoder

Option 1: (No extra cable needed)
Install a splitter (or T-piece) on the incoming cable from the dish, with one coax cable going to the FTA r

Option 2: (Extra cable needed)
Replace the
Single LNBF
Bring an extra RG-6 cable
FTAdown for the

with a
Receiver.

Twin

LNBF

{This option enables you to take the new cable to a different room for viewing Hope Channel ]

Group 3:

If you have DSTV

PVR or HD

models

FOR PVR DECODERS
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You will need to installFree-to-Air
a
receiver alongside your DSTV decoder

Option 1: (Extra cable needed)
Replace the
Twin LNBF
with an extra RG-6 cable
FTA
for the

with a
Receiver.

Quad-LNBF

on your

{This option enables you to take the new cable to a different room for viewing Hope Channel ]

Option 2: (No extra cable needed) - Very suitable for PVR models

Change the
Twin LNBF
on your current dish to aSATCR-LNB
Y
ou will need a 2 Legacy port unit if you have an Extra-View decoder.
One of the legacy ports is for the Extra-View decoder, and the other for the FTA receiver.
Remove the 4 or 6-way multi-switch if there is one fitted.

with 1 O

If you are given a single Universal
port unit ensure
Type that the. Legacy port is a
Establish whether it is a 10600MHz High Band.
If it is a 10700MHz HighFTA
Band then the LNB settings
mustonbethe
changed.
Connect the one cable to” the
SAT”
terminal on the LNBF.
Connect the other end to” the
SAT-CR”
input on the PVR.

The DSTV decoder must be reset for the SAT-CR LNBF as follows :-

Press
” MENU”
and go to
“Advanced Options” , then p
Enter PIN
” 9 9 4 9”
and move down to
“LNB Mode”
(curren
Change it to
“SAT-CR Univ”
. Press
“OK”
to save
Then press the
Yellow
Button to
“Scan all enabled networks”
.
The Decoder will bring in all the channels after the scan.
The one
Legacy
port gets connected to the
FTA
Receive

[Acknowledgement with thanks - Mr Ivor Cartmell]
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A further option for all groups:….

INTERNET VIEWING

Go to

www.hopetv.org and click on the channel you require

If you need to talk to someone about these options,
please contact our Helpinfo@hopeafrica.tv
Line on (SA) 0860-467-388 or email:

[You may want to print this page for your Installer]
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